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Abstract

We develop a rational biquadraticG1 analogue of the non-uniformC1 B-spline paradigm. TheseG1 splines can exactly reproduce parts of
multiple basic shapes, such as cyclides and quadrics, and combine them into one smoothly-connected structure. This enables a design process
that starts with basic shapes, re-pepresents them in spline form and usesthe spline form to provide shape handles for localized free-form
modification that can preserve, in the large, the initial fair, basic shapes.
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1. Introduction

We introduce a simple, yet surprisingly rich set of rational
biquadraticG1 spline constructions. The resulting class of sur-
faces can replicate pieces of quadrics and cyclides as partsof
a free-formspline complex. This combination of reproduction
and smoothness improves on classicalC1 biquadratic NURBS,
which provide smoothness only, and formulas for the ratio-
nal Bézier form that provide exact representation of individual
pieces only. And they give a practical application of the clas-
sical discussion of smoothness constraints for rational spline
curves, e.g. [Boe87,GB88,Bar93]. The design workflow pro-
posed below emphasises that the control net is no longer the
primary creation tool. The net and its rational weights are ini-
tialized by the designer’s choice of basic shapes. Manipulating
this initialized net allows localized free-form design. Infull
analogy to standard splines, we derive the rational biquadratic
splines as a tensor-product of a curve construction and then
enrich it to include sphere-like shapes and quadrics.

2. Rational quadratic G
1 curves

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the control structure of our ratio-
nal quadraticG1 curves extends that of quadraticC1 NURBS
[Far88,PBP02]. It consists of
– theaffineB-spline-like control pointspi ∈ Rd. For example,

the dimension isd = 2 for planar curves. We will also use
d = 3 for surface representation in 3-space andd = 4 for
construction in projective space; we used = 1 when we
discuss the coordinate functions of the construction.

– the parametersβi > 0 of G1 continuity between consecutive
rational quadratic segmentsfi−1 andfi and

– the (inner) weights,wi > 0 of segmentfi.
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Fig. 1. Control structure and scalars defining a rational quadratic G1 spline
curve with piecesfi defined by affine B́ezier control pointsmi, pi, mi+1

and a middle weightwi and a parameterβi.

This control structure, itself initialized by the design work-
flow below, defines the pieces of degree 2 in rational Bernstein-
Bézier formfi : [0..1] → Rd with affine coefficientsbi

k ∈ Rd

fi(u) :=

∑2
k=0 w

i
kb

i
kB

2
k(u)

∑2
k=0 w

i
kB

2
k(u)

, (1)

Bk(u) :=

(

2

k

)

(1− u)2−kuk.

The construction (3) in Theorem 1 below shows how the affine
coefficientsbi

k ∈ Rd and scalar weightswi
k are derived from

the control structure so thatfi−1 andfi join G1 at the common
point fi−1(1) = fi(0), i.e. so that, for a scalarβi > 0,

f ′i(0) = βif
′

i−1(1). (2)
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Fig. 2. Design work-flow for modeling with circle pieces as rational quadratic splines. (a) The designer partitions the circle; (b) the algorithm creates the control
netpi and sets the parametersβi, wi; (c) the designer modifies the net; (d) the algorithm creates the curve using (3) so that the red portion remains on the circle.

This stretching of first-order derivatives can represent non-
uniform B-spline knot-sequences when we express the splines
piecemeal in B́ezier form and setβi := ui+1−ui

ui−ui−1
for a knot

equenceui−1 < ui < ui+1 [Joe89]. (However, given theβi,
the equations for finding the knots of a non-uniform periodic
spline generically have no admissible solution.)
Theorem 1 If fi−1, fi are rational quadratic curves with
Bézier control pointsbi

1 := pi, bi−1
2 = bi

0 := mi and
wi

1 := wi, wi
0 = wi

2 = 1,

mi := (1− µi)p
i−1 + µip

i, µi :=
wi

wi−1βi + wi

(3)

thenf ′i(0) = βif
′

i−1(1).
Proof Since

f ′i−1(1) = 2
(

(mi − wi−1p
i−1)− (1− wi−1)m

i
)

,

f ′1(0) = 2
(

(wip
i −mi)− (wi − 1)mi

)

,

the claim amounts to showing

βi(−wi−1p
i−1 + wi−1m

i) = wip
i − wim

i,

which holds due to (3). |||

2.1. Circular arcs, control net from shape and design

In particular, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a), arcsfi of a circle
with the opening anglesαi can be represented in our rational
quadratic B́ezier form with its end-weights equal to 1. Starting
with pointsmi on the circle with center(0, 0), we obtain the
spline coefficients of the circle as

pi :=
1

1 + cosαi

(mi +mi+1). (4)

In effect, this yields areverse processto (3). Since rational
quadratics parameterize circle arcs by chord length [Far06], we
obtain rationalG1 splines with

wi := cos
αi

2
and βi :=

sin αi

2

sin αi−1

2

. (5)

We note for later use, that, since we can express the circle, we
can expresscos andsin terms in ourG1 spline form. Generally,
any tangent continuous, rational quadratic spline curve with
positive weights can be converted to the rationalG1 spline

form of Theorem 1: The curve pieces in Bézier form (1) are
normalized and reparametrized so thatwi

0 = wi
2 = 1. Then

tangent continuity allows enforcing (3) by choice ofµi andβi.
Fig. 2 illustrates the proposeddesign work-flowlater ex-

tended to tensor-product constructions. Starting with a circle, a
designer marks pointsmi in (a), or, alternatively, a starting an-
gle and angle incrementsαi, to prepare the design for localized
change. Applying the reversing process (4), (5), the algorithm
computes the control netpi (see (b)) and sets the parameters
βi, wi. The designer then freely modifies the net locally as in
(c). Finally the algorithm re-creates the curve using (3) sothat,
as in (d), the segments, that are not among the three related to
each moved control point, remain on the circle.

3. Biquadratic G
1 splines

We tensor the curve construction to derive control points
bij
rs ∈ Rd and weightswij

rs of biquadratic patchesf ij that are
controlled by a regular quadrilateral grid of (B-spline-like) con-
trol pointspij ∈ Rd — with associated scalarṡwi

r, β̇i in the
u-direction and scalars̈wj

s, β̈j in thev-direction.
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(a)p → h (b) h → b

Fig. 3. Bi-quadratic construction of Theorem 2. The green square roughly
outlines the extent of one resulting patch.

Theorem 2 Rational biquadratic functionsf ij : [0..1]2 → Rd,

f ij :=

∑2
r=0

∑2
s=0 w

ij
rsb

ij
rsB

2
r (u)B

2
s (v)

∑2
r=0

∑2
s=0 w

ij
rsB2

r (u)B
2
s (v)

(6)

form aG1 spline complex if we set weights and control points
by the followingBiquadratic Construction: (cf. Fig. 3)
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(a) designer (b) algorithm (c) designer (d) algorithm

Fig. 4. Surface design work-flow: (a) designer marks regions of the two torus halves. The regions will serve as either transitions (gray), for later modification
(orange) or remain on the torus (green, red). The modification regions are partitioned into three equal sub-sectors, transition regions into two. The algorithm
creates the control netpij and sets the parameterṡwi

r , β̇i and ẅj
s, β̈j . (c) the designer modifies the net. The transition between thetorus pieces has been

tempered as in Fig. 7; (d) the algorithm creates the surface using the formulas of Theorem 2.

setwij
rs := ẇi

rẅ
j
s, µ̇i for theu-direction andµ̈j for v-direction

as in (3),

h
ij
0 := (1− µ̈j)p

i,j−1 + µ̈jp
ij , hi,j−1

2 := h
ij
0 , hij

1 := pij ,

and then for the other direction

b
ij
0s := (1− µ̇i)h

i−1,j
s + µ̇ih

ij
s , bi−1,j

2s := b
ij
0s , bij

1s := hij
s .

The result is unchanged if we reverse the ordering of directions.
Proof We show for theu-derivative∂uf :=

∂f
∂u

that

∂uf
ij(0, v) = β̇i∂uf

i−1,j(1, v).

Then∂vf ij(u, 0) = β̈j∂vf
i,j−1(u, 1) follows from the analo-

gous argument. Sincewij
rs := ẇi

rẅ
j
s,

2
∑

r=0

2
∑

s=0

wij
rsB

2
r (u)B

2
s (v) =

2
∑

r=0

ẇi
rB

2
r (u)

2
∑

s=0

ẅj
sB

2
s (v). (7)

Let j be fixed and definēwk(v) := ẅj
kB

2
k(v)/

∑2
s=0 ẅ

j
sB

2
s (v).

Then
∑2

k w̄k(v) = 1 and

f ij(u, v) :=

∑2
r=0 ẇ

i
r

(
∑2

s=0 w̄s(v)b
ij
rs

)

B2
r (u)

∑2
r=0 ẇirB2

r (u)
.

With the abbreviations

bir(v) :=
2

∑

s=0

w̄s(v)b
ij
rs , pi(v) :=

2
∑

s=0

w̄s(v)p
ij
s ,

f ij(u, v) =

∑2
r=0 ẇ

i
rbir(v)B

2
r (u)

∑2
r=0 ẇ

i
rB

2
r (u)

,

bi0(v) = (1− µ̇i)pi−1(v) + µ̇ipi(v) ,

bi−1,2(v) = bi0(v) , bi1(v) = pi(v).

The proof then follows from Theorem 1.End of proof
Using (7) and following the steps of tensoring procedure, we

get the important Corollary 1.

Corollary 1 Considering one coordinate at a time (d = 1), let
fi(u) be a rational quadratic piece of aG1 spline with control
pointsṗi as in Theorem 1; and letgj(v) be another piece with
control pointsp̈j .
(a) Then the functionsf ij(u, v) := fi(u)gj(v) form a bi-
quadraticG1 spline with control pointspij := ṗip̈j .
(b) If all pij := 1 thenf ij = 1.

4. Reproducing classical shapes

A number of basic, classical shapes have a trigonometric
representation in real projective 3-space as(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) ∈ P3.
The torus and cyclides are in the family

τk :=ak0 + ak1 cosu+ ak2 sinu+ ak3 cos v + ak4 sin v

+ (ak5 cosu+ ak6 sinu) cos v (8)

+ (ak7 cosu+ ak8 sinu) sin v, k = 1, 2, 3, 4,

(see e.g. [DMP93]) and all quadric surfaces except for the
hyperbolic paraboloid are in the family

τk :=

2
∑

l=0

(akl0 + akl1 cosu+ akl2 sinu)v
l. (9)

For example, a cyclide may be parameterized in the form (8)
by choosing the nonzeroaki to be

a10 := µs, a11 := ac2, a15 := −µ, a22 := ac a26 := −µc,

a34 := −µc, a37 := acs, a40 := 1, a45 := −s,

c := cos γ, s := sin γ,

whereγ is fixed to match the general form in [DMP93]. If
additionallya = 2, µ = 1, γ = 0, we get the radius 2 torus
with unit circle sections:

[(2− cos v) cosu, (2− cos v) sinu,− sin v, 1].
To parameterize (8) in spline form, we represent itscos-sin-

pairs piecemeal as rational quadratics as in Section 2.1. That
is, we choose, first in theu-direction, a partition represented by
anglesη̇i starting with some free-to-choose but fixed parameter
u = u0 and set

pi
1 :=

1

cos α̇i

2

[

cos(η̇i−1+
α̇i
2
)

sin(η̇i−1+
α̇i
2
)

]

, α̇i := η̇i − η̇i−1, (10)

whereα̇i are the opening angles. Analoguously, we choose a
partition η̈j andpj

1 in thev-direction. Equation (5) defines the
scalarsβ̇i, ẇi, β̈j , ẅj . Now Corollary 1 applies.

To parameterize (9) in spline form, theu-direction is treated
as for (8), andvs is converted to aC1 spline with knot sequence
{vj}, β̈j :=

vj−vj−1

vj−1−vj−2
, and weights equal 1; hencewij

rs = ẇi
r.

Then Corollary 1 applies.
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Biquadratic homogeneousparameterizations, including the hy-
perbolic paraboloid, are treated analogously, with non-uniform
biquadratic polynomial splines as a special case. Here we sim-
ply set all weights to1 and all scalarsβ̇i, β̈j to the ratio of
the lengths of consecutive knot intervals [Joe89]. The control
mesh is the spline control net.
Surfaces of revolutionare naturally parameterized by rotating
a profile curve, e.g. aG1 curve splinef(v) := [x(v), 0, z(v)],
around thez-axis (c.f. Fig. 23 (a)). For simplicity, we assume
that the profile is in the plane containing the axis of rotation.
A corresponding parameterization is

[x(v) cosu, x(v) sinu, z(v), 1] ∈ R4. (11)

This can be represented as in Corollary 1: the profile provides
the v-spline and formulas (5) and (10) define the spline inu.
Fig. 23 (b) and (c) make the point that while standard mod-
eling with surfaces of revolution allows only modification of
the profile, our rational quadraticG1 splines invite free-form
modifications.

Trigonometric modeling: We can not expect the designer
to work directly with (cos, sin)-parametrizations even though
such modeling, followed by the automatic conversion to ratio-
nal biquadraticG1 splines, would open up another set of ele-
gant shapes. Fig. 8 shows two suchC∞ shapes that fall outside
the usual list of basic shapes. Shapes as in Fig. 8 would be dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to design by starting with a cyclide and
adding deformations.Villarceau-parameterization of the torus
Fig. 9,left, distributes control points and hence shape handles
Fig. 9,right, differently from, say, Fig. 4 or Fig. 7. Similarly,
cylindersallow redistributing the control net along the axes so
that, e.g., direct smooth transitions between torus and cylin-
der are possible as illustrated in Fig. 21 (b). Our suggestion is
to create a design interface that offers families of such initial
shapes and meshes to the practitioner for further editing.

From 4-tuples ofG1 splines to 3-tuples ofG1 splines.In all
the above cases, we have classic shapes represented as 4-tuples

of rationalG1 splines with piecesf ijk :=
ϕ

ij

k

φij , k = 1, 2, 3, 4 of

the form (6) (and identical denominatorφij per piece, hence no
subscriptk). For each coordinatek, f i−1,j

k andf ijk join G1 with
identical scalarβ̇i > 0 and similarly in thev-direction. Now
we use the fact that if̂g andĥ join G1 with scalarβ, andg and
h join G1 with the same scalarβ, then ĝ

g
and ĥ

h
join G1 with

scalarβ. This implies that also the 3-tuples of rational pieces
f
ij

k

f
ij

4

=
ϕ

ij

k

ϕ
ij

4

, k = 1, 2, 3, join to form a rationalG1 spline.

5. Design withG1 splines

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the design work-flow carries over
from the curve setting of Fig. 2 to the surface setting: the de-
signer selects and positions the basic shapes and marks regions
in anticipation of modifications; the algorithm of Section 4then
creates the control netpij and sets the parametersẇi

r, β̇i and
ẅj

s, β̈j . Then the designer can change the shape as usual by
manipulating control points and weights

Fig. 5. One spline combining a cyclide (green) and a one-sheeted hyperboloid
(red).

Fig. 6. Splines combining torus and cylinder pieces to something more
interesting.

(a) input (b) direct transition

(c) tempered transition

Fig. 7. Transition adjustment (cf. Fig. 4): (a) Input marked upfor design
changes. The transition areas are grey. (b) Direct transition of the control
meshes of the two torus halves. (c) Tempered transition without adding control
points: only the vertices of the dark quads are modified.

aij :=
(p

ij
1

p
ij
4

,
p
ij
2

p
ij
4

,
p
ij
3

p
ij
4

)

∈ R3, Ŵ ij := p
ij
4 . (12)

The algorithm reverses (12) to obtain, fromaij andŴ ij , the
modified 4-tuplepij ; and the Biquadratic Construction of The-
orem 2 generates the smooth surface.

In the examples of Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, parts of theG1

meshespij of several basic shapes are merged into oneG1
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Fig. 8. Design with trigonometric parameterizations.

Fig. 9. A Villarceau parameterization of the torus offers different mesh layout
and hence manipulation handles compared to Fig. 4 or 6.

(a) torus (b) twisted byπ/2

(c) control net from (b) (d) G1 spline

Fig. 10. (a) A uniformly partitioned torus is (b) opened and twisted. The
result is still aC1 surface. The initial uniform partition of (b) induces the
control net (c): all data corresponding to light grey are defined by the torus
pieces. The control net (c) yields the rational biquadraticG1 spline surface
(d): the red and the green pieces are exactly on the torus pieces of (b).

mesh, without adding control points. While more subtle tran-
sitions can potentially be designed by adding transition layers,
the examples show that even straightforward use of new spline
representation yields satisfactory results. Fig. 22 showssimilar
designs combining quadrics.

Limitations In the curve case, every tangent continuous ob-
ject can be transformed into our rationalG1 spline represen-
tation. In the surface case, we restricted ourselves to tensored
constructions. Therefore not every tangent plane continuous ra-
tional biquadratic patchwork can be represented in our spline

form. For example, the twisted half-tori in Fig. 10 (b) join
smoothly since they share the same tangent cylinder. The torus
pieces of (b) induce the control polyhedron Fig. 10 (c) and all
parametersẇi

r, β̇i and ẅj
s, β̈j except possiblyβ̇i of the dark

grey segments. That iṡβi = β̈j = 1. Symmetry then also forces
the β̇i of the dark grey segments to be 1. Applying the Bi-
quadratic Construction of Theorem 2 to these data yields (d)
which is subtly different from (b) at the transition betweenthe
pieces. (The surface (d) is also shorter by the end segments.
The ends are not fully defined by the control net (c), but, as
torus pieces, can be represented by extending the control net).
Since both solutions are smooth, why would one choose one
over the other? The advantage of (b) is that it has as rational
offset [Pra89] while (d) has not. The advantage of (d) is that
the surface will stayG1 even after local redesign, whereas the
approach in (b) will not.

6. Free-form spheres

We model the sphere as a collection of biquadratic patches
with a regular tensor-product control mesh. The poles are
boundaries collapsed into a point as illustrated in Fig. 11.The
fan of triangles surrounding the collapsed point is called a
polar configuration[KP07].

(a) polar mesh unfolded and
poles split

(b) polar mesh

Fig. 11. Mesh with two polar configurations.

To exactly reproduce a sphere, we reparameterize the inverse
stereographic projection

s−1 := (2x, 2y, 1− x2 − y2, 1 + x2 + y2) by

(x, y) = ρ(u, v) :=
(1− v

v
cosu,

1− v

v
sinu

)

, (13)

the parameterization of the punctured plane. That is, we form
v2s−1(ρ) where multiplication byv2 clears the common de-
nominator of the 4-tuple,v = 0 corresponds to south pole and
v = 1 to the north pole andu to the latitudinal direction.

Free-form design with sphere parts.Fig. 12 (b) displays the
control pointspij = b

ij
11 of theG1 spline near the pole. Sym-

bolic calculation shows that the lines through pairspi1 andpi2

intersect at one pointppole Fig. 12 (d). Conversely, for a con-
stantσ independent ofi, pi1 = (1−σ)pi2+σppole. Therefore
a designer can manipulate the mesh shown in Fig. 11 (b), and
we can restore the pointspi1 in (d) from pi2 andppole. The
procedure of Theorem 2 then creates all layers of the sphere
(grey in (c)) except for the pole caps.
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(a) sphere

pi1
pi2

pi3pi+1,2

(b) control pointspij = b
ij
11

bi1
02

bi1
12

bi1
22

pi1

f body

(c) grey = layers on sphere;
control-net =∂fbody

pi1
pi2

pi3

pole

(d) pi1 = (1−σ)pi2 +σppole

Fig. 12. Sphere: (b) Bi-quadratic polar meshpij with circular indexi and j = 0 for the south pole. (c) shows Bézier coefficients of the affine 1-jet∂fbody

resulting from the Biquadratic Construction withbi1 := pi1 (the construction yields patches with the pole layer missing). (d) construction of the pole.

General Polar Caps.To construct free-form caps at the poles,
assume that the south-to-north direction is parameterizedby v
with the knot sequence[0, v1, v2, . . . , vm−1, vm, 1], thatpsouth

corresponds tov = 0 andpnorth to v = 1. If we associate the
mesh layer surroundingpsouth with v2 and the one surrounding
pnorth with vm−1, we can add an interim layer atv1 (south)
and one forvm (north) as

pi1 :=(1− σsouth)pi2 + σsouthpsouth ,

pim :=(1− σnorth)pi,m−1 + σnorthpnorth.

If we set the polar control points and constants as

psouth :=(0, 0,
1− 2v1 + 2v21

2v1 − 1
, 1),

σsouth :=
v2(1− 2v1)

v1 + v2 − 2v1v2
,

pnorth :=(0, 0,
1− 2vm + 2v2m

2vm − 1
, 1) ,

σnorth :=
(1− vm−1)(2vm − 1)

vm−1 + vm − 2vm−1vm
,

(14)

then the following construction of free-formG1 spline caps
defaults to the sphere. We generalizes−1 by setting

q :=(q1, q2, q3, q4), (15)

qk :=qk0 + qk1x+ qk2y + qk3(x
2 + y2),

with, of yet, undetermined coefficientsqkl, and form, for the
south pole (cf. Fig. 12),

q(ρ(u, 0(1− ṽ) + v1ṽ)), (16)

replace thecos-sin-pairs by rational quadratic splines and re-
move the common denominator of the 4-tuple. This yields bi-
quadratic expansion (bi-2 jet)∂2fpole illustrated in Fig. 13 (a)
in red. We determine the coefficientsqkl to best match, in
the two-norm, for each of the four coordinates separately, the
Bézier coefficients of the 1-jet∂f body (black disks in Fig. 13
(a)) by the corresponding coefficients of∂2fpole (red disks).
For example,∂f body near the south pole is represented by the
pointsb̂i1

rs := wi1
rsb

i1
rs, r = 0, 1, 2, s = 1, 2, with i the circular

index. (After projection toR3 the pointŝbpole,i
r0 collapse to form

the pole.) As a reparameterization of a quadratic, the cap isin-
finitely smooth at the pole, but typically does not join smoothly

b̂
pole
0

b̂
pole
1

b̂
body
1

b̂
body
2

b̂
pole
2

(a) ∂2fpole red, ∂fbody black

b̂
pole
1

b̂
body
1

b̂
pole
2

(b) 2 patch strips

Fig. 13. Capping construction: we denote byb̂
pole
s thesth circular sequence of

coefficentsb̂pole,i
rs , with r = 0, 1, 2 andi the circular index. (a) Overlapping

expansions∂fbody and∂2fpole; (b) from 1-jets to twoC1-connected strips
of patches.

with f body. A simple remedy is to build the cap from two patch
strips, one extending the body and the other surrounding the
pole (cf. Fig. 13 (b)).

2-Strip Construction. Removing the coefficent layer̂bpole
2 , we

truncate∂2fpole to ∂fpole. We scale∂fpole and∂f body by 1
2 in

ṽ, the radial direction, see Fig. 13 (b):

b̂
pole
1 :=

1

2
b̂
pole
0 +

1

2
b̂
pole
1 , b̂body

1 :=
1

2
b̂
body
2 +

1

2
b̂
body
1 .

We then join both strips parametricallyC1 as 4-tuples in thẽv
direction by setting

b̂
pole
2 :=

1

2
b̂
pole
1 +

1

2
b̂
body
1 , b̂body

0 := b̂
pole
2 .

By construction the patches joinG1 in the circular direction.
Since the mapq can in particular represent the inverse stereo-
graphic projections−1, the cap construction completes a sphere
if the dataf body come from a sphere.

An analoguous capping procedure applies also to the elliptic
paraboloid and two-sheeted hyperboloid (see the small golden
caps in Fig. 22).
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(a) cyclide + sphere (b) merged along M̈obius-adjusted isolines

.
(c) alternative design

Fig. 14. Merging cyclide and sphere whose iso-lines have been adjusted by
a Möbius transformation.

(a) exact sphere (b) G1 join with (modified) cylinders

Fig. 15. Möbius-reparameterized sphere merged with cylinders.

(a) control mesh (b) sphere + torus (c) iso-parameter lines

Fig. 16. Möbius-reparameterized sphere and torus.

Design using M̈obius Transformations.To join a cyclide with
a sphere, as illustrated in Fig. 14, a Möbius transformation
needs to be applied. This changes the location of the poles –
otherwise cyclide iso-lines would not match up with sphere-
isolines. Similarly, such adjustment is needed in Fig. 15. To
adjust the poles, we use the Möbius transformationM(z) :=
z+b
bz+1 , b ∈ R that move the north pole to

(

2b
1+b2

, 0, 1−b2

1+b2

)

and

the south pole to
(

2b
1+b2

, 0,− 1−b2

1+b2

)

. We apply it in the form
s ◦M ◦ s−1.

In general, we composeq◦M◦ρ to obtain for each coordinate
(hence dropping the indexk)

q :=q0b
2 + q1b+ q3 +

(

q1c+ q2s− 2q3

+ 2(q0c− q1 + q3c)b− (2q0 − q1c+ q2s)b
2
)

v

+
(

q0 − q1c− q2s+ q3 − 2(q0c− q1 + q3c)b

+ (q0 − q1c+ q2s+ q3)b
2
)

v2,

wherec := cosu, s := sinu. With the scalarsβi, σsouth and
σnorth unchanged,

psouth :=(2b, 0,
(1− b2)(1− 2v1 + 2v21)

2v1 − 1
, b2 + 1),

pnorth :=(2b, 0,
(1− b2)(1− 2vm + 2v2m)

2vm − 1
, b2 + 1)

(17)

generalizes (14). Fig. 14, 15 and 16 show examples of models
using Möbius-adjusted parameterizations.

p1

p2

p3

p1

p2

p3

pole

Fig. 17. (left) ProfileG1 spline: circles (red), ellipse (blue), hyperbolas (green
and gold). (right) Its control polygon transformed into form suitable for
free-form polar modeling; (cf. Fig. 12(d)).

Fig. 18. Surface of revolution corresponding to the profile and axis of Fig. 17.

6.1. Free-form surfaces of revolution

Our goal now is to turn the earlier construction of surfaces of
revolution into one that can be freely modified also at the poles.
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For smoothness at the poles, the pole-most curve segments must
meet the axis of rotation orthogonally (cf. Fig. 17). We proceed
as in the earlier construction of surfaces of revolution: wederive
a polar control mesh from the control polygon of the profile
spline, assuming that the line through the control pointsp1 and
p2 intersects thez-axis. For example, ifpi := (xi, 0, zi) then

ppole :=
(

0, 0,
z1x2 − x1z2
x2 − x1

)

(18)

and we can calculate the parameterσ from p1 := (1−σ)p2 +
σppole. Then, for alli, pi1 := (1 − σ)pi2 + σppole and (10)
defines all other control pointspij .

For the capping, however, unless we enforce that the
quadratic expansion of the end of the profile curves remain
symmetric with respect to thez-axis, we can no longer assume
that the curve expansions in pole vicinity can be parameter-
ized as part of a single quadratic map. We therefore use only
a linearq,

q := (q1, q2, q3, q4), qk(s, t) := qk0 + qk1s+ qk2t

and form, at the south pole, the map

qk0B0(v) + (qk0 + qk1 cosu+ qk2 sinu)ẅ
1
1B1(v). (19)

(The map at the north pole replacesv by 1 − v andw1
1 by

wm
1 .) As in the earlier constructions, we replacecosu, sinu by

rational quadratic splines and remove the common denominator
of the 4-tuple. This yields the first-order expansion∂fpole. As
in the construction of General Polar Caps, we determine the
coefficientsqkl by minimizing the two-norm distance between
the B́ezier coefficientŝbpole

1 and b̂body
1 and then apply the 2-

Strip Construction.
The cap is tangent plane continuous at the pole, sinceb̂

pole
0

and b̂
pole
1 are in the plane defined by the linear mapq. And,

if the data b̂body come from surface of revolution, the cap
construction completes it. Fig. 18 shows the standard surface of
revolution obtained from the profile and axis of Fig. 17. Fig.19
illustrates the advantage of our new construction over standard
surfaces of revolution: based on the circle segmentation Fig. 19
shows a localized re-design of Fig. 18.

The close relation of surfaces of revolution and the sphere
construction at the beginning of Section 6 raises the question:
why not construct free-form spheres directly as surfaces ofrev-
olution? While such a construction is clearly possible, it reduces
the design flexibility since now the M̈obius transformation can
only be applied to the circular direction.

7. From G
1 in R3 to C

1 in P3

It has been argued, e.g. in [Zhe09], that for lofting,C1 conti-
nuity in homogeneous space is more appropriate thanG1 con-
tinuity in R3. We are interested in such a reparameterization
at the boundaries of multi-sided blends. The literature offers
many such constructions. Their details are not important here,
only that the simpler constructions preferC1-connected surface
layers surrounding the multi-sided gap. We therefore focuson
converting ourG1 patchwork, arising from the (cos, sin)-pair
conversion to rational biquadratic form, to a patchwork that is

C1 in P3 along the gap boundary. For example, the design of

(a) torus+cyclide (b) patch layout (c) highlight lines

Fig. 20. G1 surface (a) built from a torus and a cyclide handle using (b)
multiple patches. (c) shows the quality of the transition.

Fig. 20 requiresn = 5-sided blends, uniformly laid out. One
possible switch from ourG1 join in R3 to aC1 join in P3 can be
achieved as in [BP97,Fan02]. This approach allows a construc-
tion, itself outside the scope of this paper, that usesn× 2× 2
patches of degree bi-4 as shown in Fig. 20 (b). Alternatively, for
the same layout, we can even support a bi-3 construction such
as [FP11] as follows. We transform the rational bi-2 patches,
representing thecos-sin-pairs with uniform opening angle, into
2×2 bi-3 splines that areC1 connected in homogeneous space,
rather thanG1 in Euclidean space. First we consider the curve
construction, then form the tensor-product.

Curve Construction:We adapt the approach of [Zhe09] since
it originally does not apply to closed curves. Given the quadratic
curve withwi

0 = wi
2 = 1, wi

1 := ω, in homogeneous form,

f i(u) :=
(

2
∑

k

wi
kb

i
kB

2
k(u) ,

2
∑

k

wi
kB

2
k(u)

)

, (20)

we create, by reparameterization, pre-scaling to cancel common
denominators and linearly post-scaling that increases thedegree
to 3, a left piece,f il and a right piecef ir

f il (u) := ((1− u) + µu)2f i(
1
2µu

(1− u) + µu
)(1− u+ ηu),

η :=
µ

3µ− 2
, (21)

f ir(u) := (µ(1− u) + u)2f i(
1
2µ(1− u) + u

µ(1− u) + u
)(η(1− u) + u).

The explicit B́ezier coefficients and weights off il andf ir are

bi
l,j :=

2
∑

k=0

τjkb
i
k, b

i
r,j :=

2
∑

k=0

τjkb
i
2−k, (22)

wi
l,0 := 1, wi

l,1 :=
d0µ

d1
, wi

l,2 :=
d2µ

3

2d1
, wi

l,3 := wi
l,2,

wi
r,j = wi

l,3−j ,

where

d0 :=− 1 + 3µ+ 3µω − 2ω, d1 := 3µ− 2 , d2 := 1 + ω,

τ00 :=1 , τ01 = τ02 := 0

τ10 :=
3µ− 1

d0
, τ11 :=

d1ω

d0
, τ12 := 0, (23)

τ20 :=
3µ+ 2

6d2µ
, τ21 :=

ω

d2
, τ22 :=

d1
6d2µ

,

τ30 :=
1

2d2
, τ31 :=

ω

d2
, τ32 = τ30.
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Fig. 19. Localized free-form re-design of the surface of revolution Fig. 18 based on the designer’s circle segmentation.

Theorem 3 states that this curve construction yields homoge-
neousC1 transitions as is verified by substitution.

Theorem 3 For any µ, f il and f ir join C1 in homogeneous
space. Ifµ is any (real) root of the equation3(1+ω)µ2−2(5+
ω)µ + 6 = 0 then alsof i−1

r and f il join C1 in homogeneous
space:f il (0) = f i−1

r (1) and (f il )
′(0) = (f i−1

r )′(1).

Analoguously, to prepareC1 data for the multi-sided con-
struction, we transform biquadraticG1 splines to bicubicC1

splines in homogenous space by tensoring (22).

8. Remarks and Conclusions

For curve design, the simplicity and flexibility of the con-
struction and the rationalG1 spline’s ability to include a va-
riety of conic shapes in one smooth whole stands in contrast
to the recent, more complicated non-linear curve subdivision
algorithms that are limited to reproducing just one conic ata
time.

One goal of the proposed work-flow, especially for surfaces,
is to initialize the design and overall layoutwith a predictable
shape of high quality. In the modification step, Fig. 4 (c), the
designer has the freedom to create any number of more intricate
additional features, just as for standard NURBS.

Our rationalG1 splines represent atrade-off in flexibility. On
one hand, they are a subset of all smooth bi-quadratic patch-
works, as discussed under Limitations in Section 5; on the
other hand, they are more flexible than highly specialized fam-
ilies of (bi-)quadratics, such as cyclide patches [Pra89],which
provide explicit offsets, and sphere-and-hyperboloid ‘skin sur-
faces’ [Ede99] that are specialized to modeling molecules.Such
special purpose spline families are too restrictive for usein
general design, while the many examples shown in this paper
show a rich set of rational biquadratic shapes that can locally
replicate the specialized splines.

Villarceau-parameterization, stretching and Möbius maps
yield alternative distributions of shape handles for the same
basic shape, namely the torus, the cylinder and the sphere.

This paper focused on construction at the mathematical level.
In practice, the actual design interface is crucial but we do
not discuss it here, since such an interface must surely vary
from CAD package to CAD package. Our original work-flow
used Maple to generate the patch and the opensource package
Bezierview[Bez] for display. We are modifying this to use

blender, C++ andBezierview.
This paper focused on a simple bi-quadratic construction.

The corresponding bi-cubic rationalG2 construction [KP11] is
more complex. At the moment, it does not seem practical to
derive analogous rational splines of degree higher than bi-cubic
for yet smoother constructions. Conversely, the simplicity of
the presentedG1 construction recommends itself where the low
polynomial degree is advantageous and first-order smoothness
suffices.
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(a) cylinders joined (b) cylinders+tori (c) cylinders+tori + free-form

(d) cylinders+tori (e) cylinders+tori+ free-form (f) cylinders+tori+free-form

Fig. 21. Design with cylinders: (a) cylinder pieces (green)are joined in aG1 spline with transitions (grey). (b) Transitions using torus pieces (red) defined
by two segments. (c) Free-form sections are in orange. (d) Minimal meshes are not always suitable for subtle design. But cylinders can easily be segmented
more finely, without changing the geometry, to enable the design variants (e) and (f).

(a) cylinder + elliptic paraboloid (b) design variant

(c) circular two-sheeted hyperboloid + elliptic cylin-
der + circular cone

(d) design variant

Fig. 22. Designs with quadrics.

(a) axis and profile curve (b) initial design (c) free-form design

Fig. 23. Design with surfaces of revolution: (a)z-axis and profile, (b) the profile’s sweep surface about thez-axis and (c) free-form design preserving part of
the surface of revolution.
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